Background: We sought to quantify the relationship between body mass index (BMI) and health-related quality (HRQoL) of life, as measured by the EQ-5D, whilst controlling for potential confounders. In addition, we hypothesised that certain long-term conditions (LTCs), for which being overweight or obese is a known risk factor, may mediate the association between BMI and HRQoL. Hence the aim of our study was to explore the association between BMI and HRQoL, first controlling for confounders and then exploring the potential impact of LTCs.
Background
For adults, body mass index (BMI [kg/m 2 ]) is recommended as a way of classifying their weight as being either underweight (BMI < 18.5), healthy weight (BMI 18.5 to 24.9), overweight (BMI 25 to 29.9) or obese (BMI > 29.9) [1] . Deviations away from the healthy weight range are associated with a lower health-related quality of life (HRQoL) [2] [3] [4] .
Of the non-healthy weights, the effects of being overweight or obese have received the most attention in the literature, with reports that their prevalence has reached epidemic levels in many countries [5, 6] . Being overweight or obese is a major risk factor for many diseases including diabetes, hypertension, coronary heart disease, cancer and stroke [7] [8] [9] . There are also substantial cost implications for society; for example it is estimated that in 2007 the economic costs of overweight and obesity were £16 billion in England alone [10] , with direct costs to the National Health Service of £3.2 billion [11] .
The association between BMI and HRQoL is potentially confounded by the complex biological and social frameworks that cause deviations away from healthy weight [12] . Age, gender, ethnicity, deprivation, education and lifestyle choices such as smoking and activity levels are all potential confounders or mediators that have been explored in the literature [13] [14] [15] .
The South Yorkshire Cohort (SYC) study [16] , is a large observational study which uses a cohort multiple randomised controlled trial design [17] . It collects data on a range of socio-demographics, socio-economics, comorbidities, health resource use and HRQoL and provides an opportunity to study the impact of a wide range of factors that may confound or mediate any assessments of the association between BMI and HRQoL. For our study we hypothesised that socio-demographic and social-economic variables may confound the association between BMI and HRQoL, whilst certain comorbidities (those for which unhealthy weight is a known risk factor) may mediate the association between BMI and HRQoL (that is, being overweight causes the long-term condition, which in turn causes a reduction in HRQoL). Hence the aim of our study was to use the baseline results from the SYC to explore the association between BMI and HRQoL, first controlling for confounders and then exploring the potential impact of long-term conditions.
Methods

The South Yorkshire cohort
South Yorkshire is an English metropolitan county in the Yorkshire and Humber region. It has a population of about 1.29 million spread across the city of Sheffield and three metropolitan boroughs (Barnsley, Rotherham, Doncaster). Rates of obesity vary from 23.7% in Sheffield to 29% in Doncaster [18] .
The methods employed for the SYC study have been previously described in depth [16] . It employs a two-stage sampling method, first recruiting general practitioners and then individuals aged between 16 and 85 years registered with these practices.
Questionnaire
The SYC questionnaire included information on a widerange of variables. A copy of the questionnaire is available online [16] . The study uses data from the participants who filled-in the consent form as agreeing for their information to be used for research purposes. Ethical approval for the SYC was obtained from Leeds East NHS Research Ethics Committee (09/H1306/97).
Measurement of health-related quality of life
Information on health related quality of life was collected using the EuroQoL (EQ-5D) questionnaire [19] . The EQ-5D is a widely used generic instrument which contains five attributes of health status: mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. Each of the attributes is measured by a question with three possible responses: no problem, some problems, or extreme problems. The different combinations of responses lead to a total of 243 (3^5) possible health states. A sample of these health states were weighted by the United Kingdom general public using time trade-off techniques and the resulting algorithm was used to calculate the preferencebased health state utility values used in the current study [20] . EQ-5D scores range from 1 (perfect health) through 0 (dead) to −0.594 with scores less than zero denoting states worse than dead.
Measurement of socio-demographics and socio-economics
Data were collected on the respondent's age, gender, ethnicity, deprivation score, highest level of education and work status. Ethnicity was based on the 2001 England and Wales Census '5 + 1' categories: ' Asian' , 'Black' , 'Mixed' , 'White' 'Chinese or Other' , and 'Not Stated' [21] . Missing responses were coded as 'Not Stated'. Deprivation score was a continuous variable from the 2007 indices of multiple deprivation [22] , based on the respondent's postcode. Work status was classified into one of five occupations, based on the National Statistic's Socio-economic Classification (NSSEC) [23] . An additional category was also included for individuals who did not provide information on this.
Measurement of comorbidities and lifestyle
The remaining variables considered for this analysis were smoking status (classified as shown in Table 1 ), alcohol status (based on the classification used by Purshouse et al. [24] ) and the following self-reported long-term conditions (LTCs): diabetes, heart disease, stroke, cancer, osteoarthritis, breathing problems, and high blood pressure. All LTCs were binary variables of the form 'absent/ present' and were chosen as they may be potentially mediating comorbidities [25] .
Statistical analysis
For this analysis we developed separate regression models for each of the five individual health dimensions of the EQ-5D. Due to the very small numbers reporting an 'extreme problem' for any of the dimensions we used logistic regression, with the outcome being 'any problem'. Models were built using backwards selection (with the least significant variable removed one at a time). Variables were removed if their p-value (based on likelihood ratio tests) was less than 0.157, as this has been shown to produce good results [26] .
STATA version 10.1 [27] was used for all analyses. Age, BMI and deprivation were the only continuous variables; these were modelled using fractional polynomials; the use of these allows a systematic framework for identifying any non-linear associations [26] . Briefly, each continuous variable is represented by a combination of polynomials (typically one or two), where the powers for the polynomials are estimated from the data and taken from the set {−2, -1, -½, 0, ½, 1, 2, 3}, or the logarithm of the variable is selected.
The ability of the models to correctly classify patients was summarised by their 'area under the receiver-operatingcharacteristic curve' (AUROC). The AUROC can take a value between 0 and 1, with values between 0.7 to 0.8 indicating acceptable discrimination, values between 0.8 to 0.9 indicating excellent discrimination, and values above 0.9 indicating outstanding discrimination [28] . Being overweight or obese is a known risk factor for the LTCs explored in this analysis. Because of this, in a regression model that includes any of the LTCs, the association between BMI and HRQoL (as estimated by the regression coefficients) will be attenuated because some of this association is ascribed to the LTCs. However, some respondents will also have developed LTCs which were not caused by changes in their BMI. Regression models excluding the LTCs will ignore the association between LTCs and HRQoL that is independent of BMI. The approach adopted for this analysis was to consider LTCs for inclusion in models, but to measure the proportion of the association between BMI and HRQoL that is attenuated (explained) by the inclusion of each LTC in the models.
For the initial exploratory analysis, observed associations between the variables were tested for statistical significance. T-tests were used to compare continuous variables between binary categories, and linear regression was used to compare the association between two continuous variables. It should be noted that these comparisons were not defined a priori, and so the pvalues should be interpreted with caution. References to statistical significance are always at the 5% level. Pairwise Pearson's correlation coefficients ('r') were also calculated.
The effect of comorbidities
It was hypothesised that the comorbid LTCs included in our study may mediate the association between BMI and HRQoL; that is having an unhealthy BMI may result in both developing the LTC and reduced HRQoL. If this is the case then including LTCs in the model may not always be appropriate, as some of the association between BMI and HRQoL would be erroneously attributed to the LTC. However, without longitudinal data this hypothesis cannot easily be tested. Instead our study's analysis was repeated, but without the LTCs. If the hypothesis is correct then removing the LTCs would be expected to increase the beta coefficient for BMI. The change in the BMI beta coefficient when an LTC is removed (measured as a proportion of the beta coefficient when the LTC is included) is known as the proportion of treatment explained (PTE).
Results
Initial exploratory analysis
The dataset contains data for 20,710 individuals. Individuals were dropped if they had missing data for age (251, 1.2%), deprivation (70, 0.3%) or gender (3, 0.01%), ethnicity (91, 0.4%) or BMI (831, 4.0%). Four individuals also had BMI values of 11.9, 71.1, 72.3 and 78.4 that were deemed to be implausible. These 1,250 individuals were excluded from subsequent analysis, leaving 19,460 individuals, who had a mean EQ-5D score of 0.81 and a mean BMI of 26.3 kg/m 2 . There were some missing data for each EQ-5D health dimension; mobility 245 (1.3%), self-care 372 (1.9%), usual activities 255 (1.3%), pain/ discomfort 324 (1.7%), anxiety/depression 489 (2.5%). Missing responses for the LTCs were assumed to represent the condition being absent.
The distributions of the variables and their mean values of BMI and EQ-5D are shown in Table 1 . As many outcomes, including HRQoL, are correlated with age [29] mean values of age are also shown.
In general, higher levels of BMI were associated with lower levels of EQ-5D and increased age. In particular, people with a LTC, no education qualification, or missing NSSEC details were on average older, had higher BMI and had lower HRQoL than the rest of the sample (all p < 0.001). There were exceptions to these associations; for example current smokers had a lower quality of life than people who had never smoked (p < 0.001), despite being younger (p < 0.001) and having a lower BMI (p = 0.072). Similarly, increasing levels of deprivation were associated with an increase in BMI, but a decrease in both age and HRQoL (all p < 0.001). Of note, moderate and hazardous drinkers had both a lower BMI and higher HRQoL than those who didn't consume alcohol in the past week (all p < 0.001). Correlation coefficients for these associations are provided in the Additional file 1.
The variable NSSEC had high levels of missing responses (30.1%). This variable was suspected a priori to have a strong correlation with deprivation. This was confirmed by exploratory analysis (for example, the 'Manager and Professional' category had a mean deprivation score of 16.95 whilst the 'semi-routine and routine' category had a mean score of 28.42), and so the variable NSSEC was not included in any regression models.
The distributions of responses to each of the EQ-5D health dimensions are presented in Table 2 . For each dimension over half of the sample responded as having no problems, whilst only a very small number responded as having extreme problems. A total of 8,508 respondents (44%) reported no limitations on any of the five dimensions (and so their EQ-5D value = 1).
The proportion of individuals who responded as having a problem (either some or extreme) in each health dimension is shown in Table 3 , broken down by BMI (weight) group. Compared with the normal weight group, all of the non-healthy weight groups are associated with an increasing tendency to report a problem for each dimension.
Univariable associations between BMI and EQ-5D
The association between the overall EQ-5D score and BMI is shown in Figure 1 . Whilst there was evidence of an association, with deviations from a healthy weight having a lower EQ-5D score, there was also a high degree of scatter, and the distributional features of the overall EQ-5D score that make it problematic to analyse (bounded, skewed and tri-modal) were noticeable. Figure 2 shows the association between the probability of a problem (for each EQ-5D health dimension) and BMI (left-panel) and age (right-panel). With the exception of the anxiety/depression dimension -which showed at best a weak association with both BMI and age -the nature of the association with BMI seemed to be constant across the health dimensions, whilst the association with age appeared to be linear, with possible slight curvature for some health dimensions. Because of this, a common fractional polynomial was chosen for BMI (powers −2, -1), whilst for age a fractional polynomial with one power was chosen. For deprivation, a fractional polynomial with two powers was chosen. For the anxiety/depression regression model all three continuous variables were modelled using fractional polynomials of two powers.
Multivariable associations between BMI and EQ-5D
For this analysis all of the covariates were considered for inclusion in the logistic regression models. The resulting models are displayed in Table 4 . These models may be used to predict EQ-5D scores for individuals; worked examples of predictions are included in Additional file 1.
Results for the four health dimensions mobility, selfcare, usual activities and pain were all very similar to each other, whilst those for anxiety/depression were different to the other four dimensions.
Each unit increase in BMI above normal weight was associated with an approximate increase in the odds of having a problem of between 4% and 12% for the dimensions mobility, self-care, usual activities and pain. For anxiety/ depression the increase was lower, at about 3%. The estimated odds ratios for obese individuals were very similar to those for overweight individuals, but were estimated with more precision (had shorter confidence intervals). All of the associations for obese individuals were statistically significant (p < 0.05), whilst only three of the five associations were statistically significant for overweight individuals, and none were for underweight individuals. However, the point-estimates were all above 1, suggesting a possible 'U-shaped' association between BMI and HRQoL.
The estimated odds for deprivation and for age were both consistent across all of the health dimensions, with the notable exception of pain, for which age has a much larger impact. The odds for male were of borderline significance for the first four dimensions (this variable was dropped by the stepwise method for the usual activity and pain dimensions), but very significant for the anxiety/depression dimension. The effect for anxiety/depression was also in the opposite direction to that observed for the other dimensions.
The presence of any of the LTCs was associated with a statistically significant increase in the odds of reporting a problem. With the exception of the model for anxiety/ depression, the presence of osteoarthritis was associated with the largest increase in odds amongst the LTCs. The estimated odds ratios for osteoarthritis were often much larger than those for the other LTCs. For example, the odds of reporting a problem on the pain domain are 12.8 for people with osteoarthritis. This value is more than 4.5 larger than any of the odds reported for any of the other LTCs. The remaining LTCs could be roughly grouped into two, with heart disease, stroke and breathing problems having odds ratios in the range of 1.4 to 2.8 (across the five models), whilst diabetes, cancer and high blood pressure had odds ratios in the range of 1.2 to 2.1.
In comparison, the range of odds for smokers (compared to non-smokers) is 1.2 to 2.1 across the five models, whilst the range for those with no education (compared to those with a degree or NVQ4-5) is 1.5 to 2.4. In general odds ratios from models fitted to the anxiety/ depression dimension were smaller than corresponding odds ratios from the other models, suggesting that some of the variables that explain why people report problems for the anxiety/depression dimension are not in the final model. This suggestion was supported by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) measure. The AUROC for the anxiety/depression dimension (0.656) was 16% lower than the next smallest (Pain; 0.778) and 23% lower than the highest (Self-care; 0.849). Using the classifications recommended by Hosmer and Lemeshow the mobility, self-care and usual activities models show excellent discrimination, the pain model shows acceptable discrimination, whilst the anxiety/ depression model only shows weak discrimination [28] .
For each long-term condition, the proportion of treatment explained is presented in Table 5 . The PTE was calculated separately for overweight/obese and for underweight individuals (using the groupings described in the footnote to Table 4 ). As the association between BMI and HRQoL was not statistically significant for those underweight, the PTE was only calculated for the overweight group.
Results were similar across all five dimensions, with diabetes, heart disease, osteoarthritis and high blood pressure explaining a statistically significant amount of the association between BMI and HRQoL for all the dimensions. There was little evidence to suggest that stroke, cancer or breathing problems explained any of the association between BMI and HRQoL, with point-estimates often less than 1%. The one exception is breathing problems which explained a statistically significant amount of the association between BMI and the probability of having a problem in the anxiety/depression dimension. . This has odds ratio 0.86 (0.83 to 0.89). For anxiety/depression the two odds ratios for age are per 0.1 increase. **These odds ratios were estimated by assuming separate linear trends amongst those underweight, overweight, and obese. These values should not be used when making predictions. To increase numbers in the underweight category, a BMI value < 20 was taken as being underweight.
Discussion
We found that being overweight was associated with statistically significant reductions in HRQoL, with each unit increase in BMI associated with approximately a 6% increase in the odds of reporting a problem on any of the EQ-5D dimensions. We also found an association between being underweight and HRQoL, but this association was not statistically significant.
We explored the impact on the overweight and HRQoL association of seven self-reported LTCs; diabetes, heart disease, stroke, cancer, osteoarthritis, breathing problems and high blood pressure. These were chosen because being overweight is a known risk factor for their development. We found evidence to suggest that diabetes, heart disease, osteoarthritis and high blood pressure may mediate the association between being overweight and HRQoL, as controlling for them in our models led to a statistically significant reduction in the coefficient for BMI. This potentially mediating association for diabetes and high blood pressure is slightly surprising given that their odds ratios were generally quite small, being in the range of 1.2 to 1.3 for high blood pressure and 1.2 to 1.6 for diabetes. In contrast, there was little evidence of potential mediation for breathing problems (range of odds ratios: 1.6 to 2.6) or for stroke (range: 1.4 to 2.8).
Using the fitted fractional polynomials it is possible to calculate, for each dimension, the value at which the reported number of problems is at a minimum. These values all lie between 20 kg/m 2 and 24 kg/m 2 , lending support to the suggestion that having a BMI in the normal range is associated with relatively higher HRQoL.
The results of our study support the existing literature by showing the association between deviations away from a healthy weight and reduced HRQoL, as measured using the EQ-5D. Studies that measured HRQoL using the summary EQ-5D score found that being overweight or obese resulted in a statistically significant reduction in HRQoL; this has been observed in representative samples from both the United Kingdom [15] and United States [13] , as well as in a sample from the United States of individuals with diabetes, or at risk of diabetes [14] . When looking at the individual health dimensions we found that being obese was associated with reporting a statistically significantly higher proportion of problems for each of the health dimensions. Similar associations were observed for being overweight, although these were not significant for the self-care and the anxiety/depression domains. In contrast, a study based in the United Kingdom [2] , reported that the only statistically significant associations were with the mobility dimension for overweight individuals, and with the mobility and pain dimensions for obese individuals. A study using an Asian population from Singapore [31] that considered the mobility and usual activities dimensions did not find any significant associations for those overweight, and only the mobility dimension was significant for obese individuals.
We also found evidence to suggest that being underweight was associated with reduced HRQoL, although this association did not reach statistical significance. A 'U-shaped' association between BMI and HRQoL has been reported in a number of studies [2, 3, 13, [31] [32] [33] , suggesting that the lack of association observed in this study was due to the small number of underweight individuals.
We found that the presence of an LTC was associated with a decrease in HRQoL. Of the LTCs considered, osteoarthritis had the largest association, followed by heart disease, stroke and breathing problems, which all had roughly the same impact on HRQoL. There have been a number of studies looking at the impact of LTCs on HRQoL [34] [35] [36] , but less that have done so whilst also assessing the impact of BMI. Two studiesincluded both LTCs and BMI in regression models, but did not report the coefficients for the LTCs [2, 37] Another two studies showed that there was an association between HRQoL and the number of LTCs, but they did not look at the impact of individual LTCs [38] . Our results are similar to a study from the United States, which showed that heart disease and stroke had a larger impact on HRQoL than diabetes and hypertension (high blood pressure Generated using a single LTC (on its own, with no other LTCs) in the models detailed in Table 4 . Confidence intervals are bias-corrected, based on 1000 bootstrap replications of the data (implemented in STATA using the program described by Vittinghoff et al. [30] ). Values in italics represent results for which the 95% confidence interval excludes zero.
in our study) [13] . However, there is some differences between our results, which showed a relatively small impact of cancer, to that of another United Kingdom study, which showed that the impact of cancer on HRQoL was greater than that for diabetes, heart problems, and respiratory problems [3] .
Ours is the only study that we are aware of that explores the potentially mediating effect of LTCs on the association between BMI and HRQoL.
We found that the estimated odds ratios for overweight and for obese individuals were very similar. However, the odds were estimated with more precision for the latter group, even though they were a much smaller sample. This suggests that the association between BMI and HRQoL is stronger amongst obese individuals. The association for underweight individuals was estimated with much less precision. However, when considering this uncertainty, there was some evidence to suggest that the effect of each unit increase in BMI below normal weight was similar to the effect of each unit increase in BMI above normal weight.
Particular strengths of our study were that we employed a systematic framework (fractional polynomials) for exploring and modelling any non-linear relationship between BMI and HRQoL, and that we also quantified the proportion of this relationship that may be due to the effects of LTCs for which being overweight or obese is a known risk factor. Another strength of our study was the ability to control for a wide variety of potentially confounding factors. The associations of these factors with BMI or HRQoL may also be of interest in their own right, for example the finding that respondents with moderate or hazardous alcohol consumption are less likely to report a problem for any of the health dimensions than respondents with no alcohol consumption (in the past week).
There are limitations to this work. For example, all of the measurements and outcomes are self-reported and so may be subject to bias. For example, it has been shown that the self-reporting diseases is not 100% accurate [5] . In addition, there may be some shrinkage of reported BMI values, as individuals may be less likely to report height and weight values that lead to extremely high or extremely low BMI values. It is unclear if such shrinkage would be associated with a bias in the reporting of HRQoL, but it seems likely that any shrinkage of self-reported BMI would lead to an attenuation of the observed association between BMI and HRQoL.
The cross-sectional nature of the data means that the associations that we have reported may not be causal associations. In addition, the model for the anxiety/depression dimension did not appear to perform as well as the other models; having poorer discrimination, with shrinkage of many odds ratios towards unity. The association between BMI and HRQoL also appeared to be different for this dimension (compared to all of the other health dimensions); further research exploring predictors of responses to this dimension may be beneficial.
Of the variables originally considered for analysis, we did not use NSSEC due to high levels of missing data. The usefulness of this variable in future postal surveys needs to be investigated. As an alternative we used deprivation score as a proxy measure because this could be derived from the patient's postcode. In addition, model building, using backwards selection, used a p-value for removal of 0.157. This value was chosen because it approximates model selection using Akaike's Information Criteria [26] . Whilst there is no consensus over the p-value to be used, the results of this study are fairly robust to the choice of p-value. For example, if a smaller p-value for removal of 0.05 is used, this leads to diabetes being removed from the model for Self-Care, and ethnicity being removed from the Anxiety/Depression model.
Conclusion
There is a large evidence base looking at the association between BMI and HRQoL. Using the results of a large cohort study we have added to this evidence base. We have confirmed that there is a non-linear association between BMI and HRQoL, and have showed how fractional polynomial modelling may be used to capture this type of association. We have also explored the impact of LTCs on this association. We have shown that only some of the LTCs are potential mediators, it would be useful for further research, using longitudinal data, to explore this finding in more depth.
In conclusion, our work represents a valuable addition to the literature as we have been able to estimate the association between BMI and HRQoL using powerful statistical techniques, whilst also being able to control for a wide variety of variables and measure the potential impact of LTCs on this association.
